Lou Warde

SUITE FOR TWO

for Guitar Duet

1. Suave
2. You Are Me
3. Circus Parade
1. SUAVE
for Guitar Duet

Smooth  $d = 110$

Light, percussive mute.

*Light, percussive mute. ad lib
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simile

(let ring)

freely

*Light, percussive mute. ad lib
2. YOU ARE ME

for Guitar Duet

Very free  \( \frac{d}{\text{beat}} = 60 \)

expressive, molto rubato

Lou Warde
Slightly slower, in time  \( \text{\( \frac{d}{d} \)} = 56 \)

Very free  \( \text{\( \frac{d}{d} \)} = 60 \)
Very free, molto rubato
3. CIRCUS PARADE
for Guitar Duet

Humorously $\frac{\text{d}}{\text{t}} = 66$
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Gtr. 2

*Tap top of guitar with knuckle.
lightly knock